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How to crush this shit test?
July 19, 2014 | 9 upvotes | by Melodramati

Asked a girl to hang out who reinitiated contact with me after we made out a lot in a drunken stupor, she
agrees to meet up but essentially asks why I want to meet up and what I am putting into it. I don't got any
sort of oneitis for this girl, I am just curious as to what the hell to respond. Do I go with honesty? Do I
make jokes? Do I send her a fucking pusheen? Do I ignore it?
EDIT: Not acknowledging her questions as a being serious worked like a charm. I know she's already
attracted to me, so all I had to was simply not fucking up by looking insecure and too emotional. T-thanks
trp.
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Comments

SergeantDickhead • 8 points • 19 July, 2014 09:06 PM* 

Why do you want to meet up?

"Take a chance and find out"

Edit: What are you putting into it?

Don't answer this stupid fucking question. It's basically: "what can you offer me?" (Qualification)

Melodramati[S] • 3 points • 19 July, 2014 10:39 PM 

By saying "what are you putting into it" she's asking me what i want with it basically, like insinuating that I
am counting on a fuck or her dating me! I had to make a rough translate of what she wrote since I'm not
English.

I think I'll be a bit more ambivalent since she's a virgin, and probably insecure about sexuality. I can do some
sort of 'agree and amplify' like "I was just counting on constant devotion, your soul and all of your money" or
some shit like that. I don't need to take her questions seriously.

[deleted] • 5 points • 20 July, 2014 08:57 AM 

"I have no idea what that really means - I just want to meet up to be honest".

BitingInsects • 2 points • 20 July, 2014 01:39 PM 

Ignore dumb questions, they won't ask twice and will get the idea.

TurnDownForWhat • 1 point • 25 July, 2014 02:57 AM 

Ignore dumb questions. Especially when it's that blatant what she's trying to get away with. Answer the first
shit test. But not the what are you doing for me question.
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